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Strategic environmental assessment (SEA) has never been formally adopted as a named process by the New Zealand government, and it has little
recognition outside the impact assessment community. However, s32 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) contains provisions that have been
likened to SEA. The section requires decision-makers in central, regional, and local government to evaluate proposed policies, plans, rules, etc. in relation
to the purpose of the RMA, to ensure the most appropriate and cost effective option has been chosen. Has SEA in effect been integrated into the fabric of
the RMA in the way EIA has?

The purpose of this research is to determine to what extent s32 evaluations correspond to SEA expectations.

RMA and SEA…the role of s32
Under the RMA, there is no separate EIA process: information
about the environmental consequences of resource consent
applications is integrated into the application process for any
proposal that requires a consent. Similarly, s32 ensures
decision-makers have relevant information about policies,
plans, rules, etc., as part of the decision-making process.

Do these evaluation reports equate with SEA? Certainly
elements of the section are strongly suggestive, esp s32(2)(a)
“identify and assess the benefits and costs of the
environmental, economic, social, and cultural effects that are
anticipated from the implementation of the provisions,…” and
when set within the overall purpose of the RMA, the
sustainable management of natural and physical resources,
this suggests the s32 evaluations will meet many of the broad
aims of SEA, as defined in international literature.

However, s32 has two broad purposes: the first is an
accountability function: it requires authorities to show that
their chosen proposal not only meets the purpose of the RMA
but does so in an efficient and effective way. Secondly, it has
a substantive function, requiring an analysis of issues, and the
costs and benefits (including social, environmental, etc.) of
the options.

Previous research (e.g. Fookes, 2000; Dixon, 2002; Wilson
and Ward, 2011) suggests that practice tends to favour
accountability at the expense of substance. We were
interested to see what more recent practice looked like.

Methods
55 reports were examined, from 272 available
(2011-2016). They were selected to represent
year, organisation, proposal type, etc.

• District plan changes - metropolitan (17)
and non–metropolitan (15).

• New district plans (3)
• Changes to regional policy statements (6)

and regional plans (6).
• Ministry for the Environment (MfE) (5

reports: Freshwater (2); Soil contaminants,
Urban development, Telecommunications).

• Environment Protection Authority (EPA) (2
reports, both plan changes).

Evaluation criteria identified from previous
research and literature (see box). Reports
graded from 1 (weak) to 5 (strong) for each
criterion.

Qualitative analysis primarily, plus PCA and
cluster analysis to explore broad patterns in the
ratings.
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Findings
Overall, the s32 reports for regional plan changes had the highest ratings on the criteria, followed by those
by MfE and EPA, and then the new plan reports. s32 reports for regional policy statement changes were
more variable, and district plan changes tended to have the poorest quality s32 reports.

• Multivariate analysis (PCA and cluster analysis) confirms the broad contrasts between s32 performance
for, on the one hand, regional plan changes and MfE reports (Transparent process, Range of Sources for
baseline data, Early involvement for stakeholders, Easy-to-use consultation, Public input welcomed,
Iterative, Public comment on draft, Flexible, Linked to key issues), and on the other hand the District plan
changes, characterised by lower ratings on those criteria.

• A secondary pattern contrasted most of the MfE and EPA reports, for their emphasis on options,
alternatives, and a strategic focus, with a group of district and regional plan s32 reports that emphasised
public involvement, but lacked that strategic perspective.

In summary, where authorities are dealing with district plan changes, they seem to be more focused on
accountability issues: efficiency and effectiveness of proposed rules and regulations, rather than the
substantive aspects represented by the evaluation criteria. Higher level polices and plans allow for more
strategic considerations, and rate more highly against the criteria.

Do any of the s32 reports pass the SEA test?     
No, most are falling well short of equivalence with SEA

Most rate well for organisational context, integration with existing
policy and planning structures, identifying their objectives, etc.
But many displayed various weaknesses, including: limited or no
public participation; failing to identify information gaps or to
establish the significance of key issues; poor impact forecasting, or
none at all; no consideration of impact mitigation or on-going
monitoring. There was a strong tendency to focus more on
economic considerations than social, cultural and environmental
implications, and the reports typically placed a strong emphasis on
demonstrating that the options had been chosen for their
effectiveness.

A few s32 reports (see left) rated highly and could be viewed as approaching SEAs. This suggests that
with appropriate guidance and drive from the Ministry for the Environment, s32 practice could deliver
SEA type assessments, subject to capacity building among council staff and consultants. In 2015 a
new s32 guide was published by MfE (right), but our survey did not detect any significant change in
the standard of the 2015-16 s32 reports.

One overwhelming barrier needs to be addressed before s32 reports can be equated with SEAs. s32
reports are essentially technical reports within councils, and government departments, produced for
RMA compliance. They are not produced in a form that serves the public: for example, the
Environment Canterbury s32 report (see left) is 435 pages long (almost as long as the Regional Policy
Statement itself!). The accountability and economic cost benefit components tend to dominate s32
reports and reduce their value as strategic assessments that will allow the public to engage with
decision-making processes
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